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MATERIALS.
83.     All   materials  used   throughout  this construction  must  be   of  the  special   class and   grade called   for   in   the specifications and   designated   in drawings,  and shall   in   each case  fully  stand   the specified tests.
84.     All castings shall be free from blow holes,   Casting*, flaws, scabs and defects of any description, and shall
be smooth, close grained, sound, tough, and of true forms and dimensions.
85.     All  casting must be done  in   accordance with  the best  modern foundry  practice  to  obtain castings of the very best quality.    Castings  above 500 pounds in weight shall be moulded in dry sand or  loam.    Great  care must  be taken to  make   all castings as nearly as practicable of uniform  thickness throughout.
86.     No plugging or other stopping of holes or defects of castings will be allowed.
87.     The cast iron used in the steam cylinders,   t'astinm. the   steam   distribution   valves,   the   barrels  of   air pumps and  the water plungers shall be close,  fine grained, hard and uniform in character and of good wearing qualities.    The  cast  iron used in all other
parts of this construction shall be of superior quality, tough and of even grain, and Khali possess a tensile strength of not less than 22,000 pounds per square inch. Test bars of the metal 2 inches by i inch, when broken transversely, 24 inches between supports and loaded in the center, shall have a breaking load of not less than 2,200 pounds, and shall have a total deflection of not less than 0.35 of an inch before breaking.
88.     The test bars shall be cast as nearly as pos-  'lcst IJ*rm-sible to the above dimensions without finishing, but corrections will he made by the Water Commissioner
for variations in thickness and width, and the corrected results must conform to the above requirements.
89.     If any two  test bars,  cast the same day, show a tensile strength less than 22,000 pounds per square   inch,   or   do   not  show   the   required   cross breaking load  or  deflection,   all the  castings made from the melting from which the samples were takea may he rejected.
90.     All steel castings used in the construction  Sfecl-shall he thoroughly annealed and possess a tensile

